Achieving Optimal Safety Inventory Levels for Oil Companies using the CONWIP Approach
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Abstract— Oil Companies are faced with many operational challenges as it relates to key process functions within their selected manufacturing strategy. These challenges include: high safety stock levels, long lead times, inefficient floor utilization and production planning in regards to bulk/pack raw material receipt, blending, and packaging. The goal of this research study is to address the challenge of high safety stock levels of lubricant products manufactured by oil companies, and to conduct a value stream map (VSM) exercise to frame near term and future state opportunities to optimize cost structures and operational excellence parameters. Based on the analysis of the current VSM for a specified oil company from a lean supply chain perspective, we apply the CONWIP (CONstant Work In Progress) approach to optimize the safety inventory levels, which successfully decreases the costs associated with both raw material and finished goods inventory. In particular, a 3.1 million dollar reduction in finished goods inventory and a 1.4 million dollar reduction in raw material inventory were achieved for a large oil company through implementation of the CONWIP approach. The results of this study indicate this pull-oriented production and inventory control system can certainly benefit additional oil manufacturing companies and help them achieve significant safety inventory cost savings.
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1. Introduction

Manufacturing plants in different industries, all around the world strive to improve their manufacturing operations, to gain and maintain competitive advantages through product quality, waste and cost management and most importantly, being able to respond to changes in customer demand. Traditional production systems often experience excess inventory, higher WIP levels, and longer lead time from order to delivery time. Just-in-time production responds better to changing customer demands, because it ensures producing the right products at the right time and in the right quantity. To achieve this, engineers in different manufacturing facilities are trying to achieve a lean manufacturing system, which is a systematic method for eliminating waste. A lean manufacturing system is one that meets high throughput or service demands with a very low level of inventory.

Different approaches have been implemented in different manufacturing industries to control the lean manufacturing systems. This research will focus on the Kanban and CONWIP approaches, both of which have been studied and implemented separately and also in a hybrid way. The Kanban control uses the levels of buffer inventories in the system to regulate production. When a buffer reaches its preset maximum level, the upstream machine is told to stop producing that part type. The Kanban control ensures that parts are not made except in response to demand.

CONWIP stands for Constant Work-In-Process, and designates a control strategy that limits the total number of parts allowed into the system at the same time. Several studies have researched the implementation of the Kanban and CONWIP systems in different manufacturing settings and have identified some of the advantages, including reduction in product flow time, reduction in Work-
In-Progress (WIP), improvement in the on-time delivery, reduction in lead-time, reduction in inventory levels, improvement in inventory turns, waste reduction, etc. This research study uses the replenishment pull systems of Kanban and CONWIP to reduce the WIP of finished goods in a lubricant manufacturing facility.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature in the area of pull production system with a focus on Kanban and CONWIP systems and identifies the research gap in this field. In Section 3, we describe the Kanban and CONWIP approaches used in this case study. In Section 4, we present the details and results of applying Kanban and CONWIP methods to reduce the WIP of finished goods in a lubricant manufacturing facility. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

Effective production control systems are those that produce the right parts, at the right time, at a low cost. These systems are often referred to as just-in-time (JIT) and Kanban or zero inventory (ZI), which have reduced both inventory levels and lead time in different industries. In this paper we introduce the use of Kanban and CONWIP as a production control tool to ensure shorter flow time and to reduce inventory levels in a refinery.

2.1 Kanban v.s. CONWIP

Ref. [1] described a different type of pull production systems utilized in plants. Through their analysis of both Kanban and CONWIP in relation to production rate, it was shown that the use of cards was pertinent to the proper utilization of the Kanban system. This paper also showed that the Kanban system was more flexible and incurred a lower production rate than the CONWIP system. Ref. [2] explained that in repetitive production systems, the Kanban systems were used to reduce the inventory and lead time. They introduced a modified Kanban system and compared it to a generic Kanban system, and their analysis determined that the generic system was more flexible and that it functioned better at locations where bottlenecks had formed. Ref [3] noted the CONWIP for its ability to handle the supply chains with multiple assembly phases and inconsistent lead times. Historically CONWIP has been defined as a combination of the push and pull systems and has been considered a more efficient means to fully utilize equipment in plants. Ref. [4] suggested a simple production control method for setting the WIP levels to meet target production rates while operating under CONWIP. Using the statistical throughput control on the real-time data, they adjusted the WIP levels while facing undetermined levels of throughput. Ref. [5] presented a simulation that consisted of several production facilities linked with random operation times. Due to random operation times, the downstream machines often lagged behind the upstream machines, which negatively affected storage availability. Through these various tests the authors determined that Kanban had a lower utilization rate and presented more storage availability than CONWIP, and that both processes could only control the maximum WIP. The authors finally concluded that CONWIP is the preferred process despite lack of guidance in the installation process.

2.2 Minimizing Inventory in the Oil Industry

Ref. [6] discussed issues faced by oil companies when managing inventory from different sources. The authors proposed a mixed-integer programming model and a branch and bound method to solve the crude oil unloading problem. Ref. [7] focused on the operations conducted at distribution centers. A mixed-integer linear programming approach was used to model the pipeline scheduling and supply management where production, transportation, inventory management, and client satisfaction were considered simultaneously in the objectives. Ref. [8] developed an optimization model to integrate a production system with a utility system in a refinery in order to minimize the inventory and maximize the total profit. The integrated model was then decomposed into a mixed-integer linear programming model and a nonlinear programming model. A sequential method was designed to solve the two models. Ref. [9] considered a simple approach in the oil transferring process from tanks and the charging schedule for each oil mixture in crude oil inventory management. They proposed an algorithm incorporating uncertainty and availability of the crude oil to solve two mixed-integer linear programming models and a nonlinear model. Ref. [10] stated that the production efficiency decline could affect oil companies. The project development cycle time must be reexamined to eliminate the non-value added activities (about 50% of all activities) within the oil industry. A centralized manner, as opposed to each individual project, was recommended in the combination of Kaizen and Six Sigma implementation processes to reduce the first three phases of CPI as well as to improve the decision quality.

2.3 Research Gap

Though many statistical analyses and optimization approaches have been applied to improve inventory
management in the oil industry, there is still a call within the industry to manage production efficiently, by eliminating overproduction, waste, and non-value added activities throughout the production line. Several studies have presented the hybrid implementation of the Kanban and CONWIP systems in different manufacturing settings. Ref. [11] applied the Kanban-CONWIP system in an environment where manual labor was intensive and back order was intolerable. The product flow time was decreased from 30 to 23 days, an improvement of 7 days (23%). Ref. [12] implemented the hybrid system in a manufacturer of electromechanical products. As a result, the on-time delivery rate was increased by 58% over 2 years, and the inventory turnover rate was increased from 3.2 to 3.6 within 3 years. Due to the successful implementation of the Kanban and CONWIP methods in other manufacturing industries, the two systems should also be able to lower inventory and lead time in the oil industry. Kanban is excellent for flexibility, while CONWIP is known for handling inconsistent lead times within the production line. To our knowledge, this research is the first one to apply Kanban and CONWIP methods to address the inventory problems in the oil industry.

3. Methodology

Our study uses a hybrid of Kanban and CONWIP Replenishment Pull Systems to reduce the WIP of finished goods in a refinery. To better understand the current production process, the research team in this study visited an oil manufacturing facility to develop a Value Stream Map (VSM), which is used to document, analyze and improve the flow of materials required to produce a product for a customer. The VSM exercise involved the university researchers, the production workers, and the process supervisors. Collectively, we were able to develop a current state VSM and identify the areas where non-value added work was most prevalent. Figure 1 illustrates the VSM for the Oil Manufacturing Facility.

After analyzing the VSM, the recommendation was to use the CONWIP approach because the signal cards were line specific, rather than part number specific, and it limited the WIP in the same manner as the Kanban cards. Next, we collected data on 142 SKU’s with seventeen months’ data for each SKU, and used Minitab to calculate the Mean, SE Mean, StDev, Minimum, Q1, Median, Q3, and Maximum values. After the Minitab calculations were completed, we derived the statistics below in Table 1 for each individual SKU. The Coefficient Variance for the SKU used in table 1, is 0.53, and therefore based on the variability ranges it falls in the low variability category. Thus, this indicates that the total process value added time for this particular SKU has a low variability from one period to the next. The Work in Progress Parameter is in liters and the Resizing Frequency is quarterly.

![Figure 1. Current State VSM for the Oil Manufacturing Facility](image)

**Table 1. CONWIP Calculation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Variability</th>
<th>Coefficient Variance</th>
<th>Resizing Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Variability</td>
<td>CV = 0.55</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Variability</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Variability</td>
<td>CV = 1.13</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Case Study

4.1 Current Production System

The data used for this research were derived from a lubricant plant of one of the leading Gas and Oil Companies in the United States. The challenges in the plant were in the key process functions, e.g., Bulk/Pack raw material receipt, Blending, Packaging, and General Administration and Flush, based on previous analysis. The conditions at the plant indicated many issues including, high safety stock levels, long lead times, low overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), high maintenance cost, repetitive tests in the laboratory, lack of floor utilization and optimization in the warehouse, and production planning issues. The current VSM showed that the three key focus areas were, production planning (reworking production schedule), OEE/Equipment performance, and work instruction/ standard operating procedures (WI/SOP) Alignment. Figure 2 illustrates the Pareto developed and the different issues by category identified during the VSM exercise.
4.2 Data Collection

Three plant visits were made to the lubricant facilities, to learn of the current manufacturing process and to understand from start to finish how products were processed and provided to customers all through the supply chain. Data were collected in each stage of the supply chain, in regards to how much time each step of the process took. This showed the current cycle time of the production line and the opportunity for improvement in the supply chain. Data were collected through the plants’ Sales and Operations Planning software, and the data collection period was approximately six months. After which, the data were analyzed using the Minitab statistical software and Microsoft Excel.

4.2.1 Type of Data Collected

The description of the data collected has been coded due to privacy stipulations, to conceal the identity of the company used for the case study, as well as the names of the products in their product line. We decided to use dummy variable names for the products as opposed to using the actual product names. Coding of the product description does not in any way distort the case study results. The Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is the product identification code utilized by the manufacturing facility in this research study. These are machine readable bar codes that help track the products for inventory. The Future Average on Hand (AOH) was generated from the statistical analysis done in Microsoft Excel and Minitab using the data collected. The future Average on Hand (AOH) was generated six months. After which, the data were analyzed using the Minitab statistical software and Microsoft Excel.

This research also resulted in, a reduction of raw materials on hand at the lubricant plant, which amounted to $1.4 million savings. The $3.1 million finished goods savings shown in Table 2 above is as a result of the de-blended SKU’s, which is further processing of the products to adjust specific physical and chemical properties to maintain specific ranges. The project assumed a linear reduction in Raw Materials inventory based on the future state opportunities to optimize cost values to the raw materials to derive the final savings.

5. Conclusion

This research study used the replenishment Pull Systems of Kanban and CONWIP to reduce the WIP of finished goods in a lubricant facility that was experiencing high safety stock levels, long lead times, low Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE), high maintenance costs, etc. The first step was to conduct a current VSM exercise to frame near-term and future state opportunities to optimize cost.
structures and operational excellence parameters. The VSM served as a leverage for calculations and illustration, helped to build an end-to-end understanding of the value chain at the lubrication plant, and helped identify process owners across the chain, (i.e. blending, planning, logistics, filling, etc.). The second step was to conduct a Pareto analysis of the 216 issues identified during the VSM. The Pareto principle, also known as 80/20 rule, states that 20% of effort yields 80% of results. After analyzing the VSM, the recommendation is to use the CONWIP approach, because from a push/pull perspective, the CONWIP cards limit the WIP in the same manner as the Kanban cards. An important difference from Kanban as it relates to an implementation standpoint is that the signal cards are line specific rather than part number specific. The CONWIP calculation demonstrated the variability of each SKU, ranging from Low, Medium, and High Variability. If the coefficient of variance is below 0.75, it falls into the low variability range; if it is within 0.75 and 1.33, it falls in the medium variability range; and if it is higher than 1.33, it falls in the high variability range. The WIP control parameter used was in liters and the resizing frequency was quarterly. We were able to calculate what the Future AOH should be on each product, and we compared them to the current AOH. The difference (reduced AOH) in each inventory AOH, multiplied by the cost per liter, is the cost savings per product. This amounts to the total savings of $3.1 million. And the reduction of raw materials on hand at the lubricant plant amounts to $1.4 million savings. Therefore, through this research initiative a total of $4.5 million dollars of costs savings were obtained for this lubricants facility. The future work for this study involves applying the techniques and statistical models used in this research to other lubricant plants and other Oil and Gas companies to drive the same cost saving results and more.
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